**Vocabulary List 6A - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. Your sentence must show that you know the definition of the word and in the proper context and be grammatically correct.

**CEPT: take**

1. deception: n.

2. susceptible: adj.

3. concept: n.

4. precept: n.

**GRAPH: write**

5. calligraphy: n.

6. lexicography: n.

7. polygraph: n.

**SCRIB / SCRIPT: write**

8. subscription: n.

9. conscription: n.

10. prescription: n.
Definitions

A. a lie detector machine
B. a moral principle by which one lives
C. drafting into the military
D. easily affected; impressionable
E. elegant handwriting
F. one who writes a dictionary
G. the act of lying; a fraud
H. the right to receive a magazine for a sum paid
I. written directions from a doctor for preparation of medicine by a druggist
J. an idea